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EX.No:1(a) 

DOCUMENT CREATION, TEXT MANIPULATION WITH SCIENTIFIC NOTATION 

AIM: 

To create a document using OpenOffice.org word processor / LibreOffice Writer in Linux and to 

perform text manipulation with scientific notation.  

ALGORITHM: 

DOCUMENT CREATION: 

STEP 1: To create the document, select ApplicationOfficeOpenoffice.org word processor / 

LibreOffice Writer, and save the document with extension.doc 

TEXT MANIPULATION: 

STEP 2: To select FileNewText Document. 

STEP 3: To type the text in the document with the following options. 

FORMATTING TEXT: 

 Font 

 Font Size 

 Bold/Italic / Underline 

 Font Colour 

 Highlighting and changing text colour 

 Alignment(Left/right/Centre/Justify) 

 Bullets and Numbering 

 Header and Footer 

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION: 

STEP 4: To open a new formula windows, ApplicationOffice OpenOffice.org word processor, 

then select FileNewFormula (OR) ApplicationOffice LibreOffice Math. 

STEP 5: Choose the formula elements in view menu.ViewElements. 

STEP 6: Select the corresponding formula in Elements and create new formula. 

 

RESULT:   

Thus the document has been created and also text manipulation with scientific notation has been 

performed in OpenOffice.org word processor / LibreOffice Writer.  
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University Questions: 

1. Develop an advertisement to promote the business with some attractive prices. Include 

necessary pictures and images. 

2. Prepare an advertisement for admission to different courses offered by an Engineering college. 

3. Create a WORD document to apply the text manipulation for an advertisement. 

4. Create a WORD document with 3 pages and apply suitable link between various pages 

(hyperlink). 

5. Create a WORD document and insert a picture in it. 

6. Create a word document to apply the text manipulation for an advertisement for a cell phone. 

7. Create a word document for your computer practice lab – I syllabus; Apply necessary formats. 

8. Prepare an advertisement for admission of different courses offered by an Arts and Science 

college. 

9. Prepare a visiting card for your own organization.  

10. Write a professional letter to the VRB Company by using letter Wizard.  

11. Draft an advertisement for the release of new software for Intrusion Detection System by using 

appropriate word art and clip art  

12. Draft an advertisement for the release of audio CD in a single page. Use clip art, word art, 

bullets, page borders with appropriate style  

13. Draft an advertisement for the release of Harry Potter and The Deathly Hallows by using 

appropriate word art and clip art . 

14. Draft an advertisement for Health checkup in Apollo Hospitals by using appropriate word art 

and clip art.  

15. Create a word document to apply the text manipulation for five days counseling details for 

engineering students including the details like course name, cut-off marks and college name.  

16. Prepare an advertisement of a company requiring software professionals with the following 

specifications: 

Attractive page border 

Design the name of the company using Word Art. 

Use at least one clip Art. 

Give details of the company in brief( Use bullets if any) 

Mention the number of the vacancies in each category of employees(Programmers, Software 

Engineers, Data Entry Operators) Qualification required etc. 

17. Prepare an advertisement to recruit teaching faculty for an Engineering College with the 

following specifications. 
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Attractive page border, Name of the organization using word art,Use one clip art 

18. Create a document by adding shadows and 3D effects to the word Art for the following text.  

Examinations  

19. Design a visiting card for a Managing Director of a company as per the following 

specifications:  

Size of the visiting card 31/2” *2” Name of the company with a large font using watermark, 

phone number, and e-mail address website.  

20. Write a macro to format a document as below: 

i)Line spacing 2. 

ii) Paragraph indent of 0.10” 

iii)Justification formatting style. 

iv)Arial font of 12 point size. 

21. Open a new word document and perform the following tasks:  

(i) Justify text 

(ii) Correct spelling errors 

(iii) make some text as bold  

(iv)      Underline italic style for some words 

 (v)     Save with suitable name  

22. Prepare an advertisement for a company with the following specifications  

- Attractive Page border.  

- Use at least one Clip art.  

- Design the name of the Company using word art.  

- Give details of the Company in brief.  

- Use bullets if necessary.  

23. Create two pages of Curriculum vitae (CV) of a B.E. graduate with the following specifications  

- Table to show qualifications with proper headings.  

- Appropriate left and right margins.  

- Page number in the footer on the right side.  

- Name each page on the top right side.  

24. Create a Letter using the following specifications  

- Name of the Company on the top of the page with big font and good style.  

- Phone numbers, Fax numbers, E-mail ids with appropriate symbols.  

- Slogans if any should be included in bold at the bottom.  

- Main products manufactured at the bottom. 
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Create a WORD document for the following using Scientific notations/ equations. 
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EX.No:1(b) 

TABLE CREATION, TABLE FORMATTING AND CONVERSION 

AIM: 

To create a table using OpenOffice.org word processor / LibreOffice Writer and to perform table 

formatting and conversion. 

ALGORITHM: 

TABLE CREATION: 

Step 1: Start the process. 

Step 2: To open Applications, select Office  LibreOffice Writer / OpenOffice.org word processor. 

Step 3: To create a new word document, select File  New  Text Document. 

Step 4: To insert a table select, TableInsert Table option. Enter the required number of rows 

and columns in the Insert Table dialog box and click Ok. 

Step 5: To merge rows in the table select the required rows and Choose TableMerge Cells option. 

Similarly to merge the columns in the table select the required columns and Choose Table  Merge 

Cells option. 

Step 6: To split the cells, select the cell and Choose Table  Split Cells option.To Specify the 

number(number of cells to be splited) and direction(Horizontal(rows),Vertical(column)) in the Split 

Cell dialog box. 

Step 7: To insert borders and shading, select the Table Table PropertiesBorder option. Choose 

the required style and click ok. 

FOR SORTING: 

Step 8: To sort the text, select Table Sort option. Specify the order(ascending or descending) and 

select the direction of sorting and click ok. 

FOR TABLE FORMATTING: 

Step 9: To specify the styles to table, select the Table  Table AutoFormat option. Select the 

required style from the Table styles list and click Apply. 

FOR TABLE CONVERSION: 

Step10: To convert the text into table, select the required text and choose TableConvert  Text 

to Table option seperate text option(choose any options) and click Ok. Finally text will be 

converted to table. 

Step11: To convert the table into text, select the required table and choose Table  Convert 

Table to Text optionseperate text option(choose any options) and click Ok. Finally table will 

be converted to text 
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Step 12: Stop the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the table creation, formatting and conversion has been performed using OpenOffice.org word 

processor / LibreOffice Writer. 
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University Questions: 

1. Create a WORD document for your class time table. 

2. Create a table to do the following: 

a) Insert a column and row 

b) Merge two columns and 3 rows 

c) Split a column into three cells. 

3. Prepare a table cricket scoreboard with Serial Number, name of the player, runs scored, 

number of balls, highest score, number of matches and average score for a team. 

4. Prepare a university examination schedule for different branches using MS Word 

5. Create a table for the Student details and convert the table into a text format. 

6. Create a student mark sheet in MS-WORD using table formatting. 

7. Create a table for student details and convert the table into a text format. 

8. (a) Create a table and do the following. 

(i) Insert a row and column  

(ii) merge 2 rows and 3 columns 

(iii)      Split a row into three cells. 

9. Create a table with following columns and display the results in separate cells for the 

following. a) Employee name b) Basic pay c) DA d) HRA e) Total salary. Calculate total 

salary of all employees. Sort all employees in ascending order by name as the key. Find 

minimum and maximum salary. Calculate grand total salary of all employees.  

10. Sort the content of given table.  

 
11. Prepare an IPL 20-20 Match schedule using Table in MS Word with Teams  

Chennai Super Kings  

Royal Challengers Bangalore  

Mumbai Indians  

Kolkata Knight Riders  

Kings XI Punjab  

For 10 days including the details like date, time, venue, teams. Format the table with 

appropriate style  

12. Prepare a Bus schedule for 5 different routes starting from Koyambedu Bus Depot using 

Table in MS Word. Include details about the route number, route Source and destination 

with via information, time and platform. Format the table. Perform text table conversion for 

route number and route.  

13. Create a schedule for twenty films in a theatre having five screens using table  

14. Prepare an All India tour schedule for 10 days using table  
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EX.No:1(c) 

MAIL MERGE AND LETTER PREPARATION 

AIM: 

 To perform mail merge operations and letter preparation using MS WORD. 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: To create document, select start All ProgramsMicrosoft officeMicrosoft word 

2010 and save the document with extension  .doc  

Step 2: Type the content of the letter.  

Step 3: To perform mail merge operation, select MailingsStart Mailmerge(In toolbar)step 

by step mailmerge wizard. 

Step 4: In the mail merge wizard, select ‘Letters’ option in the document type then click  ‘Next’ to 

continue. 

Step 5: In the Next wizard page, select ` Starting document’ select ‘Use the current document’ 

option. Then click ‘Next’ to continue. 

Step 6: In the Next wizard page, select  `Recipients’ select ‘Type a new list’ option. Then click the 

‘create the new Recipient list’. 

Step 7: A new Address list will appear. Enter the address information in the corresponding fields .If 

needed ,it should be customized . After finishing the  address information, save with 

extension.mdb. The database can be edited if needed. 

Step 8: Now a Mail Merge tool bar will appear in the document. 

Step 9: Select the ‘Insert Merge Fields’ tool of the Mail Merge  tool bar to insert the required 

fields for the corresponding letter. Then click `Next’.Again click `Next’ .`Preview’ your letter. 

Step 10: After finishing these steps the letters will be separated for the corresponding address. 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the mail merge operations and letter preparation has been performed using MS WORD. 
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University Questions: 

1. Prepare a marriage invitation and send to minimum of 10 persons using mail merge. 

2. Prepare an interview call letter for the post of programmer for a software company for 

minimum of 5 persons using mail merge. 

3. Prepare a circular in MS-WORD, to attend a meeting with the Director using mail merge to 

a minimum of 5 departments. 

4. Create a WORD document to call the candidates for an interview using mail merge. 

5. Create a WORD document to prepare a call letter to invite the students for a graduation day 

function using mail merge. 

6. Create a WORD document to invite their parents to participate in the Hostel day function. 

7. Create the mail merge document for the meeting conducted by the Principal to all the Heads 

of the Departments 

8. Create a invitation for house warming ceremony for a minimum of 5 relatives using mail 

merge option of MS-WORD.  

9. Prepare a Birthday party invitation for your son and send it to 10 friends by using mail 

merge. 

10. Prepare a Bio-Data and send it to 10 Organizations for seeking job by using mail merge.  

11. Design a national level technical symposium invitation including symposium name, guest 

name, date, venue and list of events and send it for a minimum of 10 colleges using mail 

merge  

12. Write a letter to 5 different publishers requesting for discounts on 5 different books using 

mail merge  

13. Prepare an invitation for an Hotel Inauguration and and send the invitation to 5 different 

persons using mail merge  

14. Prepare an invitation for All India political party meeting using mail merge and send it to 10 

different persons.  
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EX.No:2 

POWER POINT PRESENTATION 

AIM: 

To prepare the presentation in LibreOffice Impress /open office.org  presentation. 

ALGORITHM: 

STEP 1: To open Presentation, ApplicationsOfficeLibreOffice Impress/open office.org  

presentation.  

STEP 2: Presentation wizard page will be displayed here.  

STEP 2: In this wizard, Select empty presentation and click Nextapplication mediumslide 

optionclick 'Next‟presentation typedefaultclick 'Create'. New slide will appear. 

STEP 5:Save the presentation with extension .ppt. 

STEP 6: Add the content(title, name,etc) in the first slide. 

STEP 7: Add new slide, right click the first slide and select new slide option. (OR) Goto 

InsertSlide. 

STEP 7. To add table, chart, picture, movie select the icon available in each slide. 

STEP 8: To change slide background, layout, animation, slide transition, table design Goto 

viewTask pane and select the suitable option. 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the presentation has been prepared in LibreOffice Impress /open office.org  presentation. 
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EX.No:3(a) 

DRAWING FLOWCHART 

AIM: 

To draw flowchart using the  OpenOffice.org / LibreOffice Draw. 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Start the process. 

Step 2: To open Applications, select Office Libreoffice Draw (OR) OpenOffice.org word 

processorFileNewDrawing. 

Step 3: To create a new document, select File  New Drawing. 

Step 4: To insert flowchart symbols, select tool from the Flowchart toolbar on the Drawing bar 

Step 5: Choose the required flow chart symbol from the Flowchart tool box and Drag a shape in 

draw slide. 

Step 6: To enter text within the symbols Double-click the shape, and type text (OR) Click the Text 

icon on the Drawing bar, and drag a text object over the shape. Type the text. 

Step 8: To group the symbols select the required symbols and right click on it. Choose 

Grouping Group option. Similarly the symbols can be ungrouped. 

Step 11: Stop the process.  

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the flowchart has been drawn using the  OpenOffice.org / LibreOffice Draw. 
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University Questions: 

1. Draw a flow chart to add „n‟ values using MS-WORD. 

2. Prepare a flowchart using MS-WORD to find the roots of a quadratic equation. 

3. Prepare a flow chart using MS-WORD to find the largest of „n‟ values. 

4. Prepare a flow chart using MS-WORD to find the factorial of a value of a number. 

5. Draw a flowchart using MS-WORD to find the sum of even numbers and odd numbers 

separately from a set of values. 

6. Draw a flowchart to arrange „n‟ numbers in ascending order. 

7. Draw a flow chart to find the reverse the digits in a 6 digit-number. 

8. Draw a flowchart using MS-WORD to count the number of times a number is available 

from a set of numbers. 

9. Draw a flowchart using MS-WORD to check whether the given number is Armstrong 

number or not. 

10. Create a flowchart in WORD to find the greatest of three numbers. 

11. Create the flow chart in word for a Fibonacci series. 

12. Draw a flow chart to check whether the given number is prime or not 

13. Draw a flow chart to find the smallest digit of a number. 

14. Draw the flow chart to check whether the given string is palindrome or not.  

15. Draw the flow chart to add the two numbers a+ b.  

16. Draw the flow chart to add two numbers a & b and store the results in the c variable.  

17. Draw the flowchart for the generation of Twin Primes.  

18. Draw the flow chart to display the entered number in reverse order and also find the sum of 

digits.  
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EX.No:3(b) 

LINE,XY,BAR AND PIE CHARTS-(2D AND 3D CHARTS) 

AIM: 

 To create Line charts, Bar charts, Pie charts and XY Plots using OpenOffice.org spreadsheet / 

LibreOffice Calc  

ALGORITHM: 

STEP 1: To open spreadsheet, ApplicationsOFFICEOpenofffice.org spreadsheet (OR) 

ApplicationsOffice LibreOffice Calc and save the workbook with extension .xls or .sxc 

STEP 2: Enter the given data in the worksheet. 

STEP 3: Choose the chart option from the insert menu or choose the chart wizard from the standard 

toolbar. 

STEP 4: To draw the chart, do the following options in chart wizard toolbar. 

STEP 5:In that, select the required chart type such as line, x-y, bar, pie chart, in normal or 3D view 

then click ‟Next‟ to continue. 

STEP 6: Specify the data range and data series click „Next‟. 

STEP 7: Finally enter the chart elements such as titles, x-axis category and y-axis category, legend, 

grid settling then click‟Finish‟ button. 

STEP 8: The chart will display on worksheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the Line charts, Bar charts, Pie charts and XY Plots has been created using OpenOffice.org 

spreadsheet / LibreOffice Calc. 
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EX.No:3( c) 

FORMULA EDITOR 

AIM: 

To create and edit formula and use built-in function using formula editor in OpenOffice.org 

spreadsheet / LibreOffice Calc. 

ALGORITHM: 

STEP 1: To open spreadsheet, ApplicationsOFFICEOpenofffice.org spreadsheet (OR) 

ApplicationsOffice LibreOffice Calc and save the workbook with extension .xls or .sxc 

STEP 2: Enter the given data in worksheet. 

STEP 3:To select the cell and edit the formula in formula bar, the result will  display in 

corresponding cell. 

STEP 4: Example for Formula syntax 

=SUM (Number 1,Number 2,……………..Number N) 

=MAX (Number 1,Number 2,……………..Number N) 

=MIN (Number 1,Number 2,……………..Number N) 

=AVERAGE (Number 1,Number 2,……………..Number N) 

=IF (logical test, value if true, value  if false) 

=DEC2BIN (Number;places) 

=CONVERT_ADD (Number,”from unit” ,”to unit”) 

STEP 5: The result will be displayed in workbook. 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the formula has been created using OpenOffice.org spreadsheet / LibreOffice Calc. 
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EX.No:3(d) 

SORTING AND IMPORT OR EXPORT FEATURES 

AIM: 

To perform sorting and import / export functions  in OpenOffice.org spreadsheet / LibreOffice Calc. 

ALGORITHM: 

STEP 1: To open spreadsheet, ApplicationsOFFICEOpenofffice.org spreadsheet  (OR) 

ApplicationsOffice LibreOffice Calc and save the workbook with extension .xls or .sxc 

STEP 2: To enter the required data in worksheet by using form menu, select DataForm to enter 

the data in the corresponding field and click new for new entry. Finally click OK. 

STEP 3:To sort the data in worksheet by  using sort menu. select Datasortsortby (specify the 

sorting field)ok. The sorted data will be displayed. 

 STEP 4: To filter the data in worksheet by using filter menu. select DataFilterAutofilter. The 

filter data display. 

STEP 5: To display the interactive input and error messages from validity menu. select 

Datavalidity, the validity dialog box will appear. 

STEP 6:The criteria fields are used for setting the conditions, Input help is used for display the hints 

for the user and error alert used to display the error message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the sorting and import / export functions  has been performed in OpenOffice.org spreadsheet / 

LibreOffice Calc. 
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University Questions 

1. Develop a line chart of a cricket match over by over. 

2. Develop a bar chart for the runs scored in a cricket match over by over.  

3. Develop a pie chart for the utilization of hard disk space. 

4. Prepare an electricity bill with consumer number, name, bill month, present and previous 

meter readings, consumed number of units and total amount of minimum 5 consumers. 

5. Prepare a Payroll of a company with minimum of 5 employee with Basic pay (BP), DA 

(25% of BP), HRA(10% of BP), CCA (Rs.500) and the deduction of LIC(1% of BP), PF(2% 

of BP) and calculate the Gross pay and net pay.  

6. Develop an EXCEL sheet for a set of students with five subject marks and total mark. Apply 

sort operation using the individual subject mark and total mark. 

7. Prepare a result sheet of +2 examination using MS-EXCEL.  

8. Develop a conversion chart using MS-EXCEL 

i) Decimal to binary  

ii) Decimal to hexadecimal  

iii) Decimal to octal  

iv) Rupees to Dollar  

v) Dollar to Rupees  

9. Prepare a telephone bill of 5 consumers using MS-EXCEL with the fields of Bill number, 

Consumer name, Bill month, Previous and Present call readings, no of calls and total 

amount. 

10. Develop a conversion chart using MS-EXCEL  

i) Binary to Decimal  

ii) Hexadecimal to Decimal  

iii) Meter to centimeter  

iv) Inches to feet  

v) Minutes to Hours  

11. Prepare a payroll of 10 employee using MS-EXCEL with Basic-pay (BP), DA(35% of BP), 

HRA(10% of BP) and CCA(Rs.500). Calculate total pay and sort the data with total Pay. 

12. Prepare a pie-chart of computer system utilization for a week.  

13. Prepare a Departmental store bill using Ms-Excel with minimum of 10 items.  

14. Prepare a bill for different electronics items purchased with the product name, rate quantity 

and find the total amount of each item, total quantity and net amount. 

15. Prepare a result publication list of SSLC Examination. 

16. Prepare a bill for a supermarket with 10 different items, quantity, rate, and calculate the 

amount of each item and net amount for the bill. 

17. Develop a conversion chart using MS-Excel  

i) iii)  Decimal to Binary  

ii) iv)  Decimal to Hexadecimal  

iii) v)   Binary to Decimal  

iv) vi)   Hexadecimal to decimal  

v) vii) Decimal to octal  

18. Prepare a Excel Sheet to calculate the internal marks of six subjects with three model Exams 

and the weightage of 5 marks for each model and 5marks for the attendance for five 

students. 

19. Develop an EXCEL Sheet for a set of employees in a company with monthly salary for a 

year. Sort the data with respect to the monthly salary and annual salary. 

20. Create an EXCEL sheet of student mark sheet using Bar and Pie Chart. 

21. Create an EXCEL sheet for the student details of marks obtained in a particular subject and 

calculate the total, average and grade. Apply the filtering options. 

22. Create an EXCEL sheet for payroll and calculate the salary. Sort by employee name. 
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23. Create a work sheet and insert an object or picture and apply the protection of a document. 

24. Create an EXCEL sheet for your family monthly budget and generate bar chart for monthly 

comparison. 

25. Create an EXCEL sheet of student mark sheet and generate bar and pie chart for the top five 

students. 

26. Create an EXCEL sheet for comparing the product sales and generate line chart. 

27. Create an EXCEL sheet for comparing the sales percentage of five salesmen and generate 

line chart. 

28. Create an EXCEL sheet and apply the import and export features. 

29. Create an EXCEL sheet for employee details and find the minimum, maximum and average 

salary of an employee using formulas. 

30. Create an EXCEL sheet to generate the payroll and to calculate the salary and sort by 

employee name. 

31. Create an EXCEL sheet of student mark sheet and compare the marks of 6 students and 

generate bar and pie chart. 

32. Create an EXCEL sheet for the student details in a class for grade calculation: 

  (i) Passed in all subjects (ii) Avg ≥ 90 grade is O, 

  Avg ≥ 80 grade is A, Avg ≥ 70 grade is B, Avg ≥ 60 grade is C, 

  Avg ≥ 50 grade is D. 

33. Create an EXCEL sheet and insert an object and apply the protection option. 

34. Create an EXCEL sheet for an employee details to find the minimum and maximum and 

average salary of an employee using formulas and group them based on their designation. 

Calculate HRA, DA, TA, PF, LIC, Gross salary, Deduction, net salary from the given data 

in the worksheet.  

i) HRA=18% of basic pay TA=12% of Basic pay DA=15% of basic pay  

ii) PF=10% of basic pay LIC=7% of basic pay  

iii) Gross Salary = basic pay + HRA + DA + TA  

iv) Deduction = PF + LIC  

v) Net Salary = Gross Salary – Deduction Sort all names in alphabetical order. 

35. Create an electronic spreadsheet in which you enter the following decimal numbers and 

convert then into octal, hexadecimal and binary and vice versa.  

i) Decimal numbers: 243, 46, 173, 425, 625  

ii) Binary numbers: 11011, 11101, 10101, 11001, 11111 

36. Create a suitable examination database and find the sum of marks of each student and 

respective classes secured by the students.  

i) Rules: If Marks ≥ 35 pass  

ii) Marks < 35 Fail  

iii) If Average ≥ 75 Distinction  

iv) Average ≥ 60 first class but less than 75  

v) Average ≥ 50 < 60 Second class  

vi) Average ≥ 35 < 50 Third class  

vii) Display average marks of the class subject wise and pass percentage. 

37. Create Transport reservation sheet with following description.  
i) Passenger Name (not to exceed 20 characters) with interactive display and a 

request to enter the name  
ii) Options for gender Male/Female  
iii) Seat no, class: 1

st

, 2
nd

, 3
rd 

select as required.  
iv) Amount 1

st 

class – Rs.500, 2
nd 

class – Rs.400, 3
rd 

class – Rs.200 
38. Create an electronic spreadsheet for electricity consumption, by entering the name, address 

and number of units of electricity consumed, Domestic or Commercial usage. Domestic 

consumption is charged at the rate of Rs.3 per unit. Commercial consumption is charged at 

the rate of Rs.6 per unit. Calculate the electricity bill for individual consumers. 
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39. Create an electronic spreadsheet for income tax calculation by entering name, gross salary 

and savings  

i.          Upto 1.5 lacs ------ NIL  

ii. 1.5 – 3 lacs ------- 10%  

iii. 3 – 5 lacs ------- 20%  

iv. 5 –25 lacs ------- 30%  

40. Calculate the taxable amount and tax for individual person. 

41. Create an excel sheet and apply the import export features. 

42. Generate an excel sheet for the conversion of i) Decimal to binary (ii) Decimal to Octal (iii) 

Decimal to hexadecimal 

43. Create an excel sheet for money conversion chart of different countries. 

44. Create an EXCEL sheet and insert a picture and apply the option of protecting the 

document. 

45. Prepare a payroll for a company with minimum of 5 employees with  

i) basic pay (BP), DA (35% of BP) HRA (10% of BP), CCA (Rs.1000) and the  

ii) deductions of insurance (1% of BP), PF (2% OF BP) and calculate the gross pay  

iii) and Net pay. 

46. Prepare an advertisement for admission of different courses offered by an Arts and Science 

college. 

47. Prepare an Excel Sheet for a set of students with five subject marks and total marks. Sort the 

data with respect to total marks.  

48. Using Excel prepare a telephone bill of 5 consumers with the fields of bill number, 

consumer name, Bill month, Previous and present call readings, no of calls and total amount.  

49. Prepare a bill for different stationery items with serial number, particulars, rate, number of 

items and amount. Also find the total number of items and total amount. 

50. Prepare an EXCEL sheet to publish the result of first semester for five students with grades. 

51. Create a suitable examination database and find the sum of the marks of each student and 

the respective classes secured by the students. 

i) Rules: 1. PASS if marks in each subject >=35 

ii) 2. FAIL if marks in any subject is <35. 

iii) 3. Distinction if average >= 75. 

iv) 4. First class if average >= 60 but less than 75. 

v) 5. Second class if average >= 50 but less than 60. 

vi) 6. Third class if average >= 35 but less than 50. 

Display average marks of the class subject-wise and pass percentages.  

52. Prepare an electricity bill for the month of July 2011 with the following details 

consumptions : 

i) 550 tarrif details: 100 – 200 Rs. 2  

ii) 201 – 300 Rs. 3  

iii) 301 and above Rs. 5  

53. Create a table with the following columns and display the result in separate cells for the 

following: 

Employee name,Basic Pay,DA , HRA, Total Salary  

ii) Sort all employees in Descending order with the Name as the key.  

iii) Find the Maximum Salary  

iv) Calculate the Total Salary of all employees.  

54. Write the steps to convert the following text to the table:  

i) 100 Ashwin Kumar 1000/1100  

55. Create a worksheet to insert a function sum and logical function.  

56. Create a suitable examination database and find the sum of the marks of each student and 

the respective classes secured by the students. 

i) Rules: 1. PASS if marks in each subject >=35. 
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ii) 2. FAIL if marks in any subject is <35. 

iii) 3. Distinction if average >= 75. 

iv) 4 First class if average >= 60 but less than 75. 

v) 5. 5Second class if average >= 50 but less than 60. 

vi) 6. Third class if average >= 35 but less than 50. 

Display average marks of the class subject-wise and pass percentages. 

57. Write a procedure and demonstrate to establish link between two or more worksheets.  

58. Draw an organization chart of educational Institutions in the Worksheet.  

59. Develop a conversion chart using spreadsheet for the following 

i) Binary to decimal 

ii) Dollar to rupees 

iii) Metre to centimeter. 

60. Create a worksheet and draw the bar chart, line chart and pie chart for the following details  

i) Year Month Data  

ii) 1998 jan 6700  

iii) 1999 Feb 8700  

iv) 2000 Mar 10000  

61. Prepare a pie chart for census from 1950 to 2011 for the population of every ten years.  

62. Type 5 different animals in vandalur zoo and their features in note pad and import it in excel 

sheet using text import wizard and sort the imported details.  

63. Prepare loan interest worksheet which contains loan amount, interest rate and duration for 5 

different customers. Include appropriate objects and clip arts and protect the sheet.  

64. Prepare a bar chart for university result of 5 different colleges for a semester.  

65. Prepare worksheet for RK Real Estate for the details about their 5 new projects with details 

like project name, project place, number of flats, flat area, amount per square feet and total 

cost by including appropriate clip art, object and word art and protect the sheet  

66. Prepare a line chart for weekly sales in departmental stores.  

67. Create an Excel sheet for the collection of parking charges in a shopping Mall depending on 

the type of vehicles and time  

68. Import the sales details of a departmental store from notepad and sort them in ascending 

order.  

69. Import the 10 different books details like author name, book name, edition, publisher etc., in 

the library from notepad and sort them using filter option.  

70. Create a work sheet for the following  

(i) To return the square root of the complex number  

(ii) To round the number to the nearest integer  

(iii) To return the greatest common factor  

(iv) To return the double factorial of a given number  

(v) To test whether the two numbers are equal  

71. Prepare a salary slip for 10 employees based on 3 different cadres in excel sheet  

72. Prepare a Excel sheet for a Gold saving scheme in a jewellery shop by including appropriate 

object, clip art and picture protect the sheet.  

73. Create a conversion chart in Ms-Excel  

(i) Binary to Octal  

(ii) Octal to Hexadecimal  

(iii) Seconds to Hours  

(iv) Decimal to Binary  

(v) Inches to Centimeters  

74. Prepare a Textile store bill for a minimum of 20 items  

75. Prepare a work sheet for the following  

(i) To return the hyperbolic cosine of the number  

(ii) To return the quotient of two complex numbers  
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(iii) To return the least common multiple  

(iv) To return the natural logarithm of the number  

(v) To return the middle number from a set  

76. Import the different sports events and the sports equipment from notepad into the excel sheet 

and sort them using filters  

77. Prepare a pichavaram boating rates plan which includes boat type, number of persons by 

including appropriate object, picture and clip art and protect the sheet  

78. Prepare the worksheet for the following  

i) To return the random number  

ii) To return the sine of the complex number  

iii) To return information about the formatting, location, or contents of a cell  

iv) To return the transpose of an array  
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University Questions 

1. Prepare a Bar-chart for the following data  

 

2. Prepare a Bar-chart for the following data 

 
 

3. Create an EXCEL sheet to compare the product sales and generate line chart. page 8. 

4. Create an EXCEL sheet with consumer number, name, type (H / C), previous reading, 

current reading, chargeable unit, and cost per unit and calculate the total amount to be paid 

using the following condition. page 9 

5. Create an EXCEL sheet for the student details and calculate the total average grade and 

apply the filtering option. page 10 

6. Create an EXCEL sheet for a pay roll and to calculate the net salary of the employees with 

the following details page 10 

7. Create an Excel sheet the electricity bill with consumer number, name, type H/C, previous and 

current reading chargeable unit, cost/unit. Calculate the total amount to be paid. Page 11 

8. ABC Company shows the sales of different products for five years. Create a bar graph, 3D, 

and pie chart for the following.  

 
9. Enter the following data into work sheet using the data (menu) using form command from 

data menu.  
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Sort the data by salary within department using sort command. Calculate the total salary of each 

department with auto filter. 

10.Create an electronic spreadsheet in which you enter telephone subscriber name, telephone 

number, call duration, Number starts with „0‟ for STD and „00‟ for ISD calls. Local Calls are 

charged at the rate of Rs.2 per Mt. STD Rs.6 per minute, ISD Rs.20 per minute.  Calculate the Call 

cost for individual subscriber. Sort the names in alphabetical order. 

 

11.Create an XY chart for comparing the scores of cricket match of two teams. 

 

12.Prepare a line, bar chart for the following values.  

 
13.Prepare a scatter chart for daily rainfall for the following data. 
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14.Prepare an Excel sheet for internal mark calculation for a college using the following details.  

 

 
i) Class Notes and Assignment - 10 Marks  

ii) Attendance - 10 Marks  

To return the count of the number of nonblank cells within a range that  meet the given criteria. 
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EX.No:4(a) 

SIMPLE STATEMENTS & EXPRESSIONS 

MULTIPLICATION OF TWO NUMBERS 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to produce the Multiplication result of given two Numbers. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Declare the necessary variables a, b and c as integer. 

Step 2: Read the input of the integer a and b. 

Step 3: Multiply a & b and store the result in c 

Step 3: Display the value of c 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,b,c; 

printf("Enter Number 1\n"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

printf("Enter Number 2\n"); 

scanf("%d",&b); 

c=a*b; 

printf("\nThe Multiplication Result is %d\n",c); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter Number 1 

34 

Enter Number 2 

7 

The Multiplication Result is 238 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to produce the Multiplication result of given two Numbers was written, entered, 

executed and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:4(b) 

AVERAGE OF FIVE MARKS 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to calculate the Average of given five Numbers. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Declare five integer variables to get the marks. 

Step 2: Read the input of five marks and store them into integer variables. 

Step 3: Calculate the sum of five numbers. 

Step 4: Divide the sum by 5. 

Step 5: Display the Average 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,tot; 

float avg; 

printf("Enter 5 Marks\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%d%d%d",&m1,&m2,&m3,&m4,&m5); 

tot=m1+m2+m3+m4+m5; 

avg=tot/5; 

printf("\nThe Average is %f\n",avg); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter Number 1 

34 

Enter Number 2 

7 

The Multiplication Result is 238 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to calculate the Average of given five Numbers was written, entered, executed 

and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:5(a) 

DECISION MAKING AND LOOPING 

ODD OR EVEN 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to check whether given Number is odd or even. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Declare a variable to get a Number 

Step 2: Read the input 

Step 3: Get the remainder of given number using modulo operator 

Step 4: If remainder is 0 prints “Even Number”, else print “Odd Number”. 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,rem; 

printf("Enter a Number\n"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

rem=a%2; 

if(rem==0) 

printf("The Given Number is Even"); 

else 

printf("The Given Number is Odd"); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter a Number 

13 

The Given Number is Odd 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to check whether given Number is odd or even was written, entered, executed 

and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:5(b) 

SUM OF ‘N’ NATURAL NUMBERS 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to find the sum of „N‟ natural numbers for given range. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Initialize the sum as 0 

Step 2: Read the range as input 

Step 3: Initialize a counter with 1 

Step 4: Overwrite the sum by adding counter value & sum 

Step 5: Increment the counter value by 1 

Step 6: Repeat the steps 4 & 5 until the counter is less than or equal to range 

Step 7: Print the sum 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int i,n,sum=0; 

printf("Enter the range\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

i=1; 

while(i<=n) 

{ 

sum=sum+i; 

i++; 

} 

printf("\nThe sum of first %d numbers is %d\n",n,sum); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter the range 

16 

The sum of first 16 numbers is 136 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to find the sum of „N‟ natural numbers for given range was written, entered, 

executed and the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 
1. Write a C program to a) Find the biggest of given three numbers. 

 b) Check whether the given year is leap year or not. 

2. Write a C program to (i) find whether the given number is even or odd. 

 (ii) Find the square root of a number. 

3. Write a C program to (i) check whether the given number is Armstrong or not  

(ii) to reverse the digits of a given number. 

4. Write a C program to (a) Calculate the area of a circle. (ii) Convert the °C to °F. 

5. Write a program to find sum of Digits, Reverse and the given Number is Palindrome or not. 

Test your program and report the results obtained.  

6. Write a „C‟ Program to find the sum of the digits of a number. 

7. Write a „C‟ program to print all combinations of a 4-digit number.   

8. Write a „C‟ Program to find the largest digit of a number.  

9. Write a „C‟ program to check whether the number and its reverse are same or not.  

10. Write a C program to find the sum of odd-positioned digits and even-positioned digits of a 

number separately.  

11. Write a C program to find the second highest number from a set of numbers. 

12. Write a C program to generate Fibonacci series.  

13. Write a C program to generate numbers between 1 and 100 which are divisible by 2 and not 

divisible by 3 and 5. 

14. Write a C program to generate prime numbers between 50 and 100. 

15. Write a ‘C’ program to count the number of times a digit is present in a number. 

16. Write a „C‟ program to arrange the digits of a number in ascending order.  

17. Write a ‘C’ Program to get a line of text and count the number of vowels in the text. 

18. Write a C program to arrange the set of numbers in descending order. 

19. Write a C program to duplicate element from a set of elements. 

20. Write a C program to generate the following triangle. 

21. Write a C program to find the roots of given quadratic equation. 

22. Write a C program to find the sum of the following series 

  
23. Write a program to determine the weighted arithmetic mean using C language. 

24. Write separate C programs to perform the following:  

 (ii) To check whether the given string is a palindrome or not.  

(iii)To reverse a given string.  

25. Write a C program to get today’s date as input and print the tomorrow’s date. 

26. Write a C program to generate first 50 prime numbers. 

27. Write a C program to generate first 6 twin prime numbers. 

28. Write a C program to count the number of lines, vowels, consonants, words of a given text. 

29. Write a C program to print the abbreviation for a given sentence. (Example: American Standard 

Code for Information Interchange as ASCII). 

30. Write a C program to generate the first 50 Fibonacci numbers. 
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31. Write a C program to print the pascal ‘s triangle. Test your program and report the results 

obtained.  

32. Write a program to find the area and circumference of the circle. Test your program and report 

the results obtained.  

33. Write a C program to check the given number is prime or not. Test your program and report the 

results obtained.  

34. Write a C program to find the GCD and LCM by using Euclid‟s Algorithm. Test your program 

and report the results obtained.  

35. Write a C program to display the binary bits corresponding to the hexadecimal numbers from 0 

to F and display them. Test your program and report the results obtained.  

36. Write a C program to calculate the square of those numbers only whose least significant digit is 

5. Test your program and report the results obtained.  

37. Write a C program to read the values of A,B,C through the keyboard. Add them and after 

addition check if it is in the range of 100 to 200 or not. Print separate message for each. Test 

your program and report the results obtained.  

38. Write a program to display all ASCII numbers and their equivalent characters, numbers and 

symbols using while loops. User should prompt every time to press „Y‟ or „N‟. if user press „Y‟ 

display the next alphabet. Otherwise terminate the program. Test your program and report the 

results obtained.  

39. Write a C program to count a character that appears in a given text for number of times using 

while loop. Test your program with at least three sets of data and provide the output.  

40. Write a C program to accept any single digit number and print it in words. Test your program 

and report the results obtained.  

41. Construct the numeric pyramid with two sides having same numbers and the inner elements 

having different numbers. Test your program with at least five levels of data and provide the 

output.  

42. Write a C program to accept a number and print mathematical table of the given number. Test 

your program with at least three data and provide output.  

43. Write a program to perform the following  

i. Display the question “What is the unit of distance ?”  

ii. Accept the answer  

iii. If the answer is wrong display ”try again” & continue to answer  

iv. Otherwise, if it is correct display the message the answer is correct  

v. If the user gives the correct answer in first two attempts the program will terminate  

vi. If the user fails to provide the correct answer in three attempts the program itself 

gives the answer  

Test your program and report the results obtained.  

44. Write a C Program to read date, month, year and print the next day‟s date, month, year. Test 

your program and report the results obtained.  

45. Write a C program to print all the proper factors of an integer. Test your program and report the 

results obtained.  

 

46. Write a C program to perform the following conversions.  

(i) Binary code to Gray code   (ii) Gray code to binary code  

(iii)BCD to Hexadecimal         (iv)Decimal to Octal. 
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EX.No:6(a) 

ONE DIMENSIONAL AND TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS 
 

SUM OF ARRAY ELEMENTS 
 

AIM: 

To write a c program to find the sum of given array elements. 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Declare an array with necessary size 

Step 2: Get the value for total number of elements 

Step 3: Initialize an index value to 0 

Step 4: Read the input 

Step 5: Increment the index value by 1 

Step 6: Repeat steps 4 & 5 until counter less than total no. of elements 

Step 7: Initialize an index value to 0 and sum to 0 

Step 8: Obtain the sum by adding current index array value with available Sum 

Step 9: Increment the index value by 1 

Step 10: Repeat steps 8 & 9 until index value less than total no. of elements 

Step 11: Print the sum 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int i,n,a[10],sum=0; 

printf("Enter total no. of Elements\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("Enter Array elements one by one\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

sum=sum+a[i]; 

printf("The Sum of Array Elements is %d\n",sum); 

} 

OUTPUT: 

Enter total no. of Elements 

8 

Enter Array elements one by one 

15 69 32 10 45 66 32 11 

The Sum of Array Elements is 280 

RESULT: 

Thus the menu driven c program to find the sum of given array elements was written, entered, 

executed and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:6(b) 

DISPLAY EVEN NUMBERS OF AN ARRAY 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to print the even numbers of given array elements. 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Declare an array with necessary size 

Step 2: Get the value for total number of elements 

Step 3: Initialize an index value to 0 

Step 4: Read the input 

Step 5: Increment the index value by 1 

Step 6: Repeat steps 4 & 5 until counter less than total no. of elements 

Step 7: Initialize an index value to 0 

Step 8: Extract the remainder by dividing array index value with 2 

Step 9: If the remainder is 0 print the value 

Step 10: Increment the index value by 1 

Step 11: Repeat steps 8 to 10 until index value less than total no. of elements 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int i,n,a[10]; 

printf("Enter total no. of Elements\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("Enter Array elements one by one\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

printf("The even numbers of given array:\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

if(a[i]%2==0) 

printf("%d\n",a[i]); 

} 

} 

OUTPUT: 

Enter total no. of Elements 

6 

Enter Array elements one by one 

98 11 35 61 22 14 

The even numbers of given array: 

98 22 14 

RESULT: 

Thus the menu driven c program to print the even numbers of given array  elements was written, 

entered, executed and the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 

1. Write a „C‟ program to interchange the elements of an array with the elements of another 

array without using the third array.  

2. Write a C program to get a matrix of order 3x3 and display a matrix of order of 4x4, with 

the fourth row and column as the sum of rows and columns respectively 

3. Write a C program to sort the given number in ascending order using arrays. 

4. Write a C program to find the largest element in a row and largest element in a 

 column of a given matrix. 

5. Write a C program to perform Matrix Multiplication.  

 

6. Write a C program to perform addition/sum and subtraction/difference of matrices. 

7. Write a C program to input an array of numbers and sort the array using Bubble sort 

 a) Ascending order b) Descending order 

8. Write a C program to find the smallest and largest of the given array. Test your program and 

report the results obtained.  

9. Write a „C‟ Program to find the product/multiple of two matrices. 

10. Write a C program to find row sum and column sum of a given matrix. 

11. Write a C program to transpose the given matrix. 

12. Write a C program to input n numbers using a one dimensional array and find the sum of 

odd and even positions separately. 

13. Write a C program to determine the inverse of a given 3 x 3 matrix.  

14. Write a C program to arrange the given names in the alphabetical order using arrays. Test 

your program and report the results obtained.  

15. Write a C program to check the given matrix is triangular or not. Test your program and 

report the results obtained.  

16. Write a C program to find the product of two n*n matrices by using functions. Test your 

program and report the results obtained.  

17. Write a c program to find whether a square matrix is symmetric. Test your program and 

report the results obtained.  

18. Write a C program to calculate and display total cost of 4 models of Pentium PC. Use the 

single dimensional array for PC codes their price and quantity available. Test your program 

and report the results obtained.  
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EX.No:7 

SOLVING PROBLEMS USING STRING FUNCTIONS 

STRING CONCATENATION 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to find the length of given two strings and concatenate them. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create two character arrays with necessary size 

Step 2: Read the Strings 

Step 3: Calculate the string lengths using strlen function 

Step 4: Print the string lengths 

Step 5: Join the two strings using strcat function 

Step 6: Print the concatenated string 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<string.h> 

main() 

{ 

char s[20],s1[20]; 

printf("Enter a String1\n"); 

scanf("%s",s); 

printf("Enter a String2\n"); 

scanf("%s",s1); 

strcat(s,s1); 

printf("The Concatenated String is %s\n",s); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter a String1 

hai 

Enter a String2 

hello 

The Concatenated String is haihello 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to find the length of given two strings and concatenate them was written, 

entered, executed and the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 

1. Write a C program to get a line of text and count the number of words in the text. 

2. Write a C program to check the given name is palindrome or not without using 

 string function. 

3. Write a program to find the string length and concatenation of string. Test your program and 

report the results obtained.  

4. Write a C program to check the given string is palindrome or not. Test your program and 

report the results obtained.  

5. Write a c program to remove the occurrence of “the” word from entered string. Test your 

program and report the results obtained.  

6. Write a C program to accept a string in any case and convert it to another case. Test your 

program with at least three data and provide output.  
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EX.No:8(a) 

PROGRAMS WITH USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS 

 

FUNCTIONS WITHOUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN TYPE 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to check whether the given year is leap or not using functions. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a function isleap() 

Step 2: Inside the function 

a. Read the year as input 

b. Extract the remainder from division operation of year by 4 

c. If remainder is 0 print “Given year is Leap year” else print 

“Given year is not a Leap year” 

Step 3: Inside the main function call the isleap() function 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

void isleap() 

{ 

int yr; 

printf("Enter a Year\n"); 

scanf("%d",&yr); 

if(yr%4==0) 

printf("Given Year is Leap year"); 

else 

printf("Given Year is Not a Leap year"); 

} 

main() 

{ 

isleap(); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter a Year 

1965 

Given Year is Not a Leap year 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to check whether the given year is leap or not using functions was written, 

entered, executed and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:8(b) 

FUNCTIONS WITHOUT ARGUMENTS & WITH RETURN TYPE 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to calculate the area of triangle using functions. 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a function area() 

Step 2: Inside the function 

a. Read the 3 sides of triangle 

b. Calculate the sum of 3 sides 

c. Divide the sum by 2 and store it into s 

d. Subtract the sides from sand store them into variables 

e. Multiply s with above 3 results 

f. Take the square root of above result 

g. Return the above result as area 

Step 3: Inside the main function call the function area() 

Step 4: Print the area by obtaining the return value of area() 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

float area() 

{ 

int a,b,c; 

float s,ar; 

printf("Enter 3 Sides\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c); 

s=(a+b+c)/2; 

ar=sqrt(s*(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c)); 

return ar; 

} 

main() 

{ 

float a; 

a=area(); 

printf("The Area of Triangle is %f\n",a); 

} 

OUTPUT: 

Enter 3 Sides 

12 8 7 

The Area of Triangle is 19.748418 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to calculate the area of triangle using functions was written, entered, executed 

and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:8(c) 

FUNCTIONS WITH ARGUMENTS & WITHOUT RETURN TYPE 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to sort the given array of elements using functions. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a function sort() 

Step 2: Inside the function 

a. Initialize a index to 0 

b. Initialize the sub index to counter + 1 

c. Compare the two numbers which are available in array index value and array sub index value 

d. If the first number is greater than second number swap them 

e. Increment the sub index by 1 

f. Repeat the steps c to e until sub index less than total number of elements 

g. Increment the index by 1 

h. Repeat the steps b to g until sub index less than total number 

of elements 

i. Print the array elements 

Step 3: Inside the main function 

a. Create an integer array with necessary size 

b. Get the total number of elements 

c. Read the array elements one by one 

d. Call the sort() function by passing array and no. of elements as arguments 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

void sorting(int a[],int n) 

{ 

int i,j,t; 

for(i=0;i<n-1;i++) 

{ 

for(j=i+1;j<n;j++) 

{ 

if(a[i]>a[j]) 

{ 

t=a[i]; 

a[i]=a[j]; 

a[j]=t; 

} 

} 

} 

printf("Array Elemets before sorting\n"); 
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for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

printf("%d\t",a[i]); 

} 

main() 

{ 

int i,a[10],n; 

printf("Enter total no. of elements\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("Enter Array Elements one by one\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

printf("Array Elemets before sorting\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

printf("%d\t",a[i]); 

printf("\n"); 

sorting(a,n); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter total no. of elements 

6 

Enter Array Elements one by one 

21 

2 

9 

45 

30 

11 

 

Array Elemets before sorting 

21    2 9    45    30   11 

 

Array Elemets before sorting 

2 9    11    21    30   45 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to sort the given array of elements using functions was written, entered, 

executed and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:8(d) 

FUNCTIONS WITH ARGUMENTS & RETURN TYPE 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to find the smallest element of given array of elements using functions. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a function small() 

Step 2: Inside the function 

a. Store the 0th index value into base 

b. Initialize a index to 1 

c. Compare the array index value with base 

d. If the array index value is smaller than base store the array index value into base 

e. Increment the index by 1 

f. Repeat the steps c & e until index reaches total no. of elements 

g. Return the base value 

Step 3: Inside the main function 

a. Create an integer array with necessary size 

b. Get the total number of elements 

c. Read the array elements one by one 

d. Call the small() function by passing array and no. of elements as arguments 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

int small(int a[],int n) 

{ 

int s,i; 

s=a[0]; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

if(a[i]<s) 

s=a[i]; 

} 

return s; 

} 

main() 

{ 

int i,a[10],n,s; 

printf("Enter total no. of elements\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("Enter Array Elements one by one\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf("%d",&a[i]); 
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printf("Array Elemets:\n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

printf("%d\t",a[i]); 

printf("\n"); 

s=small(a,n); 

printf("The Smallest element of given array is %d",s); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter total no. of elements 

5 

Enter Array Elements one by one 

1 

98 

2 

66 

0 

Array Elements: 

1   98   2   66   0 

The Smallest element of given array is 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to find the smallest element of given array of elements using functions was 

written, entered, executed and the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 

 

1. Write a function to find the product of two values without using „*‟ operator.. 

2. Write a C program to swap two numbers without using third variable using function 

 concept. 

3. Write a C program to perform String operations like Concatenation, Compare etc without 

using built–in functions. 

4. Write a function program to search a given element from a set of values. 

5. Write a C program to print the abbreviation for a given sentence. (Example: American 

Standard Code for Information Interchange as ASCII). 

6. Write a function to arrange the numbers in decreasing order. Provide Input and Outputs only 

in the main method 

7. Write a program to add two numbers by using a function with arguments with return values. 

Test your program and report the results obtained.  

8. Write a C program to simulate the calculator using Function. Test your program and report 

the results obtained.  

9. Write a C program to evaluate the expression y = x + x
2

+........+x
n 

by passing values to user 

defined function . Collect and display the values returned by the called function. Test your 

program and report the results obtained.  
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EX.No:9 

PROGRAM USING RECURSIVE FUNCTION 

FACTORIAL OF A NUMBER 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to calculate the factorial of a given number. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Get the number 

Step 2: Call the function fact by passing number as an argument 

Step 3: Inside the fact() 

a. If the received value is 0 or 1than return 1 

b. If the received value is not equal to 0 or 1 Multiply the value with return value of fact by passing 

value -1 as an argument 

c. Return the above result 

Step 4: Print the result by receiving the return value of fact() 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

int factorial(int n) 

{ 

if(n==0 || n==1) 

return 1; 

else 

return n*factorial(n-1); 

} 

main() 

{ 

int n; 

printf("\nEnter a Number\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("\nThe factorial of %d is %d\n",n,factorial(n)); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter a Number 

6 

The factorial of 6 is 720 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to calculate the factorial of a given number was written, entered, executed and 

the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 

1. Write a C program to find nCr using recursive function. 

2. Write a program to find the factorial of the given number by using recursive function. Test 

your program and report the results obtained.  
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EX.No:10(a) 

PROGRAM USING STRUCTURES AND UNIONS 

 

STUDENT RECORD 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to maintain the student record using structures. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a structure student with roll no, name, dept and 3 marks as fields 

Step 2: Create a structure variable 

Step 3: Read the input for student details 

Step 4: Calculate the average of student by using 3 marks 

Step 5: Print the structure elements using structure variable 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

struct student 

{ 

int rno,m1,m2,m3; 

float avg; 

char name[20],dept[10]; 

}; 

main() 

{ 

struct student s; 

printf("Enter the Student Details:\n"); 

printf("Enter the Student roll no:\n"); 

scanf("%d",&s.rno); 

printf("Enter the Student Name:\n"); 

scanf("%s",&s.name); 

printf("Enter the Student Dept:\n"); 

scanf("%s",&s.dept); 

printf("Enter the 3 marks:\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%d",&s.m1,&s.m2,&s.m3); 

s.avg=(s.m1+s.m2+s.m3)/3; 

printf("The Student Average is :%f\n",s.avg); 

} 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter the Student Details: 

Enter the Student roll no: 

12 
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Enter the Student Name: 

Kumar 

Enter the Student Dept: 

CSE 

Enter the Student marks: 

40 

18 

90 

The Student Average is :49.000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus the c program to maintain the student record using structures was written, entered, executed 

and the output was verified. 
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EX.No:10(b) 

ARRAY OF STRUCTURES 

 

AIM: 

To write a c program to maintain various number of students record using array of structures. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

Step 1: Create a structure student with roll no, name, dept and 3 marks as fields 

Step 2: Create a structure variable with necessary size. 

Step 3: Read the total number of students. 

Step 3: Read the structure details for all students. 

Step 4: Calculate the average of students by using 3 marks. 

Step 5: Write a function to print the student details if roll no. is given 

Step 6: Inside the function 

a. Initialize the index to 0 

b. Compare the roll no. with structure index roll no. 

c. If they are same print the student details 

d. Increment the index by 1 

e. Repeat the steps b to d until index reaches the total no. of students. 

 

PROGRAM: 

#include<stdio.h> 

struct student 

{ 

int rno,m1,m2,m3; 

float avg; 

char name[20],dept[10]; 

}; 

void find_student(int a,struct student s[],int n) 

{ 

int i; 

printf("The Student Detail of %d\n",a); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

if(s[i].rno==a) 

{ 

printf("%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%f\n",s[i].name,s[i].dept,s[i].m1,s[i].m 

2,s[i].m3,s[i].avg); 

break; 

} 

} 

} 
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main() 

{ 

int i,n,rno; 

struct student s[10]; 

printf("Enter total no. of Students\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

printf("Enter the Student %d Details:\n",(i+1)); 

printf("Enter the roll no:\n"); 

scanf("%d",&s[i].rno); 

printf("Enter the Name:\n"); 

scanf("%s",&s[i].name); 

printf("Enter the Dept:\n"); 

scanf("%s",&s[i].dept); 

printf("Enter the 3 marks:\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%d",&s[i].m1,&s[i].m2,&s[i].m3); 

s[i].avg=(s[i].m1+s[i].m2+s[i].m3)/3; 

} 

printf("Enter the rollno to find:\n"); 

scanf("%d",&rno); 

find_student(rno,s,n); 

} 

 

 

OUTPUT: 

Enter total no. of Students 

2 

Enter the Student 1 Details: 

Enter the roll no: 

1 

Enter the Name: 

a 

Enter the Dept: 

it 

Enter the 3 marks: 

1 

2 

3 

Enter the Student 2 Details: 
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Enter the roll no: 

2 

Enter the Name: 

b 

Enter the Dept: 

it 

Enter the 3 marks: 

4 

5 

6 

Enter the rollno to find: 

2 

The Student Detail of 2 

b       it      4       5       6       5.000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: 

Thus a c program to maintain various number of students record using array of structures was 

written, entered, executed and the output was verified. 
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University Questions 

 

1. Write a C program to create a structure called date with day, month and year as data member 

and find the difference between two dates. 

2. Write a C program to generate the students mark details using union and calculate 

 the total, average and grade. 

3. Write a C program to generate the employee payroll using structures. 

4. Write a C program to find the student mark sheet using union. 

5. Write a C program to generate student mark sheets with subject details and the grades using 

Structure. 

6. Write a C program to create a structure called employee with name, employee id, name, age 

designation and salary as data members. Accept five employee details and display it.  

 

7. Write a C Program to create a structure called Time with hour, minute and second as data 

members. Find the difference between two time values with valid time.  

 

8. Write a C program to create a structure called point with XC and YC as data members. Find 

the difference between two points. 

9. Write a program to maintain student database using Unions. Test your program and report 

the results obtained.  

10. Write a program to assigning values to the structures variables and retrieving values. Test 

your program and report the results obtained.  

11. Write a C program for Library using Structure including the details of four fields namely 

title, author pages and price. Test your program and report the results obtained.  

12. Use an integer called mode. When mode equals one, display your name. If mode is two, then 

display your department. This mode variable needs to be declared as a member in the union. 

Write a C program and Test your program and report the results obtained.  

13. Calculate the area of circle, rectangle and triangle depending upon the user‟s choice using 

structures. Test your program with at least three sets of data and provide the output.  

 

 


